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Disaster & Gender Concerns  

  

Objectives of the Course:  

  

Disaster studies rests on the social fact of gender being a primary organizing principle of societies and 

the conviction that gender must be addressed if we are to claim knowledge about all people living in 

risky environments. Theoretically, researchers in the area are moving toward a more nuanced, as well 

as a comparative approach that examines gender relations in the context of other categories of social 

difference and power such as race, ethnicity, nationality, and social class.   

Disaster studies bring  to surface  richer appreciation of inequalities and differences based on sex and 

gender. As the world learns from each fresh tragedy, gender relations are part of the human experience 

of disasters and may under some conditions lead to the denial of the fundamental human rights of 

women and girls in crisis. In various phases of disaster occurrences as well as post-disaster 

rehabilitation, women can act as engines of recovery not only in terms of disaster responses but also as 

ones who can help to keep the fabric of society intact. Since crises present an opportunity to break-

down gender barriers and as coping prompts men and women to step out of their traditional places, 

unequal pre-disaster gender roles can be changed. Despite such potentially positive roles, much of the 

policy interventions exclude women. The course proposes to systematically highlight gendered 

inclusions/exclusions at various stages of disasters, their occurrences, disaster preparedness and pre and 

post relief management.    

  

Learning Outcome of the Course:   

The course would acquaint the students with gendered vulnerabilities and gendered exclusions 

happening in disaster studies. The students would be exposed to the coping and managerial capabilities 

and potentials of women in dealing with various aspects of disasters. Select case studies would be 

introduced, highlighting proactive inclusion of women and the successful outcomes thereof as pointers 

to framing of appropriate policy and implementation. The course will inculcate clarity to improve 

application of the legal framework to support issues of gender equity and to help in rebuilding lives of 

devastated regions.  

   

Course Contents   

Unit 1: Gendered Vulnerability in Disasters  

Understanding nature and scope of the social construct of Gendered Vulnerability in Disasters  

  

Unit 2: Gender dimensions in Relief and Rehabilitation   

Inclusion of Gender into post disaster rehabilitation and reconstruction of devastated regions. Capacity 

building measures in terms of confidence building, self-respect, self-esteem, selfdependency, mutual 

support and trust and the rebuilding of communities. Community Participation, altering the gender 

stereo type images during post-disaster rehabilitation.   

  

Unit 3:  Best practices of gender in disaster policies   

Learning gender relations as a part of human experience of disasters and leads to a blending together 

the fundamental human rights of women and girls during a crisis.  

  

Unit 4: Disaster, Women’s Work & livelihood Issues  
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Basic understanding into women’s work around the household, formal work on the job and within their 

neighborhood, contribution to the social construction of daily life under extreme and routine conditions. 

Capturing women’s work dimensions and magnitude in terms of their contribution in daily lives.   

  

Unit 5: Psycho-social health care  for victims of disasters  

Provision of psycho social counselling, and health care facilities for women and children, training of 

skills and other health care access for the victims  
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